We present a novel loop transformation technique, particularly well suited for optimizing embedded compilers, where an increase in compilation time is acceptable in exchange for significant reduction in energy consumption. Our technique transforms loops containing nested conditional blocks. Specifically, the transformation takes advantage of the fact that the Boolean value of a conditional expression, determining the true/false paths, can be statically analyzed and this information, combined with loop dependency information, can be used to break up the original loop, containing conditional expressions, into a number of smaller loops without conditional expressions. Subsequently, each of the smaller loops can be executed at the lowest voltage/frequency setting yielding overall energy reduction. Our experiments with loop kernels from mpeg4, mpeg-decoder, mpeg-encoder, mp3, qsdpcm and gimp show an impressive energy reduction of 26.56% (average) and 66% (best case) when running on a StrongARM embedded processor. The energy reduction was obtained at no additional performance penalty.
INTRODUCTION
Fueled by a growing demand for a rich set of functionality, the complexity of embedded systems and the underlying compute requirements continue to rise. Consequently, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. CODES+ISSS'09, October [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 2009 , Grenoble, France. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-628-1/09/10 ...$10.00. maintaining the energy consumption of a typical embedded system below an acceptable level poses a major design challenge. Moreover, for the large class of portable embedded systems, low-energy design has become a first class concern.
Aggressive compiler optimization, in particular those that address loops, can significantly improve the performance/energy requirement of the software, thus justifying the additional compilation time overhead. This is in particular true in the embedded system domain where software has become a key element of the design process and performance/energy requirement is of a critical concern. Furthermore, it is acceptable for a compiler intended for embedded computing to take longer to compile but perform aggressive optimizations, such as the ones presented in [28] and [8] .
In what is know as intra-task Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS), the compiler statically annotates the application software with DVFS instructions at branch points (i.e., immediately following a branch instruction) such that all execution paths of the task execute in the same amount of time (i.e., the deadline) [9] [20] [22] [2] [12] [10] . Energy reduction is achieved whenever execution follows a path shorter than the critical path. Ideally, the DVFS instructions take effect instantaneously without incurring any power or time overhead.
In most implementations, however, there is a time-lag and an energy cost associated with voltage and/or frequency scaling. As a result, ideal intra-task DVFS is not practical. In particular, application of DVFS to loop bodies containing conditional branches usually is not feasible as the time/energy overhead of scaling at loop iteration level is greater than the potential saving in energy. As an example, using the formulas provided in [3] , to switch from voltage/frequency pair (1.55 V, 624 MHz) to voltage/frequency pair (0.9 V, 104 MHz), we incur an overhead of 3.185 µS (time) and 26 µJ (energy). For the code sample shown in Figure 1 , each iteration takes 0.26 µS and 0.33 µJ when executed at (1.55 V, 624 MHz). Thus, DVFS cannot feasibly be applied on a per iteration basis. A more practical solution may be to make a single adjustment for the entire execution of the loop rather than per iteration.
Our technique transforms loops containing nested conditional blocks. Specifically, the transformation takes advantage of the fact that the Boolean value of a conditional expression, determining the true/false paths, can be statically analyzed and this information, combined with loop dependency information, can be used to break up the original loop, containing conditional expressions, into a number of smaller loops without conditional expressions. Subsequently, each for (x=9;x<36;x++){ x1=4*x; for (y=13;y<49;y++){ y1=4*y; for (y=0;y<13;y++){ y1=4*y; for (x=0;x<9;x++){ x1=4*x; The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the related work. In Section 3, we formulate the problem and show a motivational example. In Section 4, we establish some preliminaries. In Section 5, we establish our low-energy code transformation technique. In Section 6, we show our experimental results. In Section 8, we conclude.
RELATED WORK
Dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques can be broadly categorized into interval-based techniques [9] [20], intra-task techniques [22] [2] and intertask [12] [10] techniques. Interval-based technique is a history based technique, and it will assign a new voltage/frequency to the current interval based on the previous intervals' workload. In inter-task DVFS technique, the granularity of the voltage/frequency assignment is at the task-level. Each task will be assigned a different voltage/frequency based on its workload and its deadline. Intratask DVFS techniques apply at finer granularity, modulating voltage/frequency of a single task as it executes. Our technique is considered an intra-task also, since it applies on the loop body.
Compiler optimization techniques for low power can be applied at different steps of compilation: common performance optimizations [1], instruction selection [25] , instruction scheduling [26] , register allocation [15] , memory access time optimization [19] and source code transformation for low power [21] [6] .
Our work can be categorized as a source code transformation technique. All the mentioned techniques are orthogonal to our technique and can be applied in parallel to ours. The work in [21] , like our work, uses a compiler performance optimization that yields energy reduction as one of its byproducts.
Our proposed technique, to the best of our knowledge, is the first that addresses intra-task voltage scaling of loops with nested conditional branches, in particular addressing the voltage/frequency switching overhead.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Loops contribute to a large amount of execution time, so any optimization (performance/power) on loops can have a significant improvement on the entire program. If a loop has a nested conditional block, each of its iteration can take different time, depending on which path of conditional block is taken. Given the cost of voltage/frequency scaling, a per iteration DVFS approach will yield poor energy (and possibly performance) savings, as the overhead of switching will add to a greater sum than the savings in power. In this paper, we provide a solution that allows for fine grain DVFS of loops that eliminates the before mentioned overhead problem.
Imagine that we can partition the loop iteration space into a series of disjoint subspaces with this property that in each subspace either of then part or else part of the conditional block is executed but not both. In this case, if the worst case execution time for the then or else part is less than the worst case execution time of the original conditional block, then each subspace can finish its job sooner than the worst case execution time for the conditional block, and we can use this time slack to enable DVFS technique. Below we present a motivational example:
Motivational example
Consider the code shown in Figure 1 -a, which is a loop kernel from MPEG4. If the conditional expression (x3 < 0||x3 > 35)||(y3 < 0||y3 > 48) is analyzed statically (shown in Figure 1 -b and c), we realize that (x3 < 0||x3 > 35)||(y3 < 0||y3 > 48) is true when 9 ≤ x ≤ 35 or 13 ≤ y ≤ 48 as explained in [7] . The loop in Figure 1 -a can be transformed as shown in Figure 1 -d as explained in [8] . Now if we measure the time taken for the highlighted nested loop (loop on y ∈ [13, 48] ) to execute on StrongARM SA1100, we obtain 130454 cycles. The original loop nest executing on StrongARM SA1100 takes 6380215 cycles. Considering a constant execution time (before and after transformation), we can use the difference in execution time (6249761 cycles) to enable DVFS for the given loop nest. In this case, by lowering the voltage and frequency of the processor from (V dd = 1.55V and f = 624M Hz ) to (V dd = 1.1V and f = 312M Hz), the code will take 420 µS time and 1.08 mJ energy instead of the original 10224 µS time and 50.6 mJ energy. This is 97.86% reduction in energy for the mentioned loop nest.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we review two previous contributions which are the basis of this work. In Section 4.1, we review the analysis technique behind conditional expression evaluation [7] and in Section 4.2 we review the transformation technique for loops with nested conditional blocks [8] which is the basis of our first step in our code transformation technique presented in this paper(see Section 5).
Domain Space Partitioning
In this subsection we summarize the analysis technique developed in [7] and used for our transformation. Without loss of generality, the remaining discussions in the paper will use C/C++ notation. Every program can be represented as a Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG) intermediate form. A CDFG is a graph that shows both data and control flow in a program. The nodes in a CDFG are basic blocks. Each basic block contains straight lines of statements with no branch except for the last statement and no branch destination except for the first statement. The edges in a CDFG represent the control flow in the program.
As defined in [7] , a conditional expression cond expr is either a simple condition or a complex condition. A simple condition is in the form of (expr1 ROP expr2). Here, expr1 and expr2 are arithmetic expressions and ROP is a relational operator (=, =, <, ≤, >, ≥). An arithmetic expression is formed over the language (+, −, ×, constant, variable). A complex condition is either a simple condition or two complex conditions merged using logical operators (&&, ||, !).
An We refer the interested reader to [16] for a full coverage of interval arithmetic.
We define an n-dimensional space to be a box-shaped region defined by the Cartesian product
Hence, for a given program with n input integer-variables x0, x1, ..., xn−1, the program domain space is an n-dimensional space defined by the Cartesian prod-
Given the conditional expression cond expr with variables x1, x2, ..., x k , the domain space partitioning problem [7] is to partition the domain space of cond expr into a minimal set of k-dimensional spaces s1, s2, ..., sn with each space si having one of true(T), false(F) Figure 2 shows the partitioned domain space and the corresponding Boolean values [7] . 
Iteration space partitioning
In this subsection we summarize the loop transformation technique developed in [8] and used for our transformation. The proposed transformation technique presented in [8] targets loops that follow the normalized template shown in Figure 3 -a. Here, there are n loop nests, with n indices x1, ..., xn. The body of the inner most loop contains at least one conditional block, called the target conditional block. Here, st cond expr computes the value of the branch condition v.
The proposed transformation in [8] decomposes the original nested loops of Figure 3 -a into three parts, as shown in Figure 3 -b. The first part sets up one or more nested loop structures with iteration spaces for which the st cond expr is known to be true at compile time. Likewise, the second part sets up one or more nested loop structures with iteration spaces for which the st cond expr is known to be false at compile time. The third part sets up one or more nested loop structures with an iteration space for which the st cond expr can not be statically evaluated. The three parts combined cover the entire iteration space of the original nested loops. Since the evaluation of st cond expr is eliminated in parts one and two, the decomposed code executes substantially fewer instructions than the original code. Figure 4 shows the proposed transformation technique whose inputs come from the output of the technique presented in [8] . For selected loop nests, we add two function calls at the beginning and the end of the loop nest. The first function call assigns a lower energy voltage/frequency pair to the processor. The second function call changes the voltage/frequency pair to another operating point. Figure 5 shows our proposed methodology for low energy code transformation in seven steps. In step (1), we extract all the loops which have the template shown in Figure 3 -a. In step (2), we use the work in [7] to evaluate the conditional expression nested in each loop. In step (3), we use the work in [8] to transform the loop, which gives us a series of nested loops for disjoint subspaces of the iteration space in the form shown in Figure 3 In step (4), we use measurement-based prediction or static analysis technique [17] [14] [27] to estimate the worst case execution time and power for original and transformed loop partitions. One can use a functional/power simulator to gather these numbers also, which is the method that we have used.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
In step (5), we use a 0-1 Integer Programming technique to assign each loop partition a pair of (voltage, frequency) which minimizes the total energy consumption of the system. Assume the following:
• Variable vfi,j is a binary integer that is 1 when loop i has the voltage/frequency pair (vj, fj),
• Ei,j and Ti,j are the energy and the execution time of the loop i when it runs with voltage/frequency pair (vj, fj)
• j ∈ [1, #voltage/f requency pairs]
• Minimize:
• With the constraint: 
Ver./Hor. Filter,2:1 Subsample (i < 5), (i < 4), (i < 3), (i < 2), (i < 1) B6 mp3 Layer 3 Psych. Analysis j < sync f lush, j < BLKSIZE
where Ei,j and Ti,j are calculated in step (4) . DEADLIN E is the time taken by the original code (Figure 3-a) running at the maximum frequency of the CPU. E overhead and T overhead are the total energy and time overhead incur in voltage/frequency switchings. Eov(i, j) and Tov(i, j) are the energy and time overhead when there is a switching from voltage/frequency (vi, fi) to voltage/frequency (vj, fj), and are pre-computed using the following formulas [3] [30] :
Based on [3] and [30] , µ represents the energy efficiency of the power regulator which is considered to be 90%. Also, C is the voltage regulator's capacitance which is considered to be 10µF and IMAX is the maximum allowed current which is assumed to be 1A.
We note that in addition to all the transformed loop partitions, in this step, we assign a voltage/frequency pair to the original (unoptimized/untransformed) loop partitions also (the unknown section in Figure 3-b) .
In step (6) the code is transformed by adding the function calls needed to change the voltage and frequency at the boundaries of the loop partitions.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed code transformation technique, several loop kernels from MediaBench [4] application suite were chosen. We also experimented with an mp3 encoder implementation obtained from [29] , an mpeg4 full motion estimation obtained from [5] , GNU Image Manipulation Program (gimp) [24] and also qsdpcm [23] video compression algorithm obtained from [13] .
By loop kernel, we mean the region of code that was impacted by the transformation. For example, if the transformed code was a for-loop with a nested conditional block within, then the energy taken to execute that entire for-loop before and after the optimization was used to determine the energy reduction percentage. The characteristics of the loop kernels selected for our experiments are listed in Table 1 . In Table 1 , conditional expressions column shows the particular conditional expression(s). If there are more than one conditional expression in a loop kernel, then we run our algorithm for each instance of the conditional expression separately (i.e., the algorithm is run iteratively as long as improvements are obtained). Also, in Table 1 , Application column shows the origin of the loop kernel and Function description column shows the functionality of the code where the kernel is taken from. We applied our transformation technique at the source level to each of the chosen benchmarks, compiled the original and the transformed code, and measured the improvement. We did these experiments using the StrongARM SA100 for which we had a power simulator available [18] . Moreover, the StrongARM SA100 is very similar to Intel PXA270 [11] which is a good candidate for applying DVFS. Table 2 shows several voltage/frequency pairs obtained from the Intel PXA270 manual [11] . 
Results
For the experiments we followed the steps shown in the block diagram of Figure 5 . After applying the first three steps, we obtain a series of loop partitions, some of which are transformed and some are not. We compare the energy for three scenarios:
• Original: The original energy and power is measured for the loop without any transformation and for the highest voltage/frequency point (V=1.55 V and f=624 MHz). The measured time from this step is used as the deadline for the next two methods (DEADLINE in the 0-1 Integer Programming formulation of Section 5). The energy and power results for the 6 selected benchmarks are shown in the 2nd and the 3rd columns of Table 3 .
• Coarse-grain DVFS: The coarse-grain DVFS applies the DVFS technique once and for the entire transformed loop (Figure 3-b) . For frequency assignment, we find the lowest frequency (fCG) that the transformed code can run and meet the deadline (i.e., DEADLINE in the 0-1 Integer Programming formulation). Assuming that the transformed code takes Ctrans cycles to execute, and the measured power for transformed code for the (VCG, fCG) is P f CG , then:
Where Ttrans is the time to run the transformed loop with the selected frequency. This time might be lower than DEADLIN E and since we desire a unique point of reference for all the 3 scenarios, we place the CPU into idle mode for the duration of time up-to the deadline:
Here, we use the power consumption of the idle mode for different frequency settings from the Intel PXA270 manual [11] to compute E idle−cg . We compute the total energy as follows:
The energy and power results for the 6 selected benchmarks are shown in the 4th and the 5th columns of Table 3 .
• Fine-grain DVFS: For each benchmark, for each transformed loop partition and for each voltage frequency points (Vj, fj) mentioned in Table 2 , we ran the power simulator [18] and measured the number of cycles (Ci) and total power consumption (Pi,j) reported by the simulator for each transformed loop partition. For each voltage/frequency point (Vj, fj), we compute the energy and the time for each transformed loop partition by:
The Ei,j's and Ti,j's are the inputs to step (5) in Figure 5 , which will return the set of voltage/frequency assignments for the loop partitions. For loop partition i, we define the index of assigned voltage aVi and the index of assigned frequency aFi. Similar to coarse-grain DVFS, there may be some idle time, during which we place the CPU into idle mode to obtain the total energy as follows:
The energy for the fine grain DVFS (E f ine−grain ) can be computed as below:
The energy and power results for the 6 selected benchmarks are shown in the 6th and the 7th columns of Table 3 . Figure 6 shows the energy reduction percentage for both coarse-grain and fine-grain methods compared to the original case. As can be seen in Figure 6 , on average fine-grain scenario does better in energy reduction compared to coarsegrain, when compared to original version (26.56% reduction for fine-grain and 22.7% reduction for coarse-grain). Also in best case, fine-grain can gain 66% energy reduction compared to original, but coarse-grained can gain 56% energy reduction compared to original. This is expected, since finegrain matches itself better to the speed need of the software, but coarse grain mostly runs faster and then sits idle. As can be seen in Table 3 , for mp3 and mpegdec, the fine-grain approach essentially achieves the same performance as the coarse-grain, yielding similar energy savings. 
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CONCLUSION
We presented a novel loop transformation technique, particularly well suited for optimizing embedded compilers, where an increase in compilation time is acceptable in exchange for significant energy consumption decrease. Our contribution was specifically, enabling DVFS technique for the loop nests containing conditional blocks without adversely affecting their execution time. Specifically, the transformation takes advantage of the fact that the Boolean value of a conditional expression, determining the true/false paths, can be statically analyzed and this information, combined with loop dependency information, can be used to break up the original loop, containing conditional expressions, into a number of smaller loops without conditional expressions. Subsequently, each of the smaller loops can be executed at the lowest voltage/frequency setting yielding overall energy reduction. Applying the proposed transformation technique on loop kernels taken from Mediabench, mpeg4, qsdpcm and gimp, we measured an impressive energy reduction of 26.56% (average) and 66% (best case) when running on a StrongARM embedded processor. The energy reduction was obtained at no additional performance penalty. 
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